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JACQUARD
FABRIC BACKED
ON NON WOVEN

Sangiorgio S.r . l .

Acanthus
Alter Ego
Baroque

Deluxe
Glamour

Goldilocks
    Hanami

Less is More
Little Prince

Lovely
Luna

Opulence
Pigalle

Ramage
Romantic

Twist
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PROJECT
CONCEPT

We are happy to present our new line of textile
wallcoverings with a new, practical and versatile
look. 16 designs with a classic spirit or with a
contemporary one, both in several colour
combinations.
They all are inserted in a special project folder.
Designs with a classic imprint created by
enhancing every detail and more contemporary
designs in which the yarns and the colour
combinations make them suitable for a more
contemporary living mood.
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Sangiorgio S.r.l.
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Creativity is a wild mind 
with a disciplined eye.

        DOROTHY PARKER

Sangiorgio S.r.l.



05ACANTHUS

Acanthus: a plant in myth, a symbol of
immortality.



06ALTER EGO

Textile wallcovering with precious
transparencies.
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BAROQUE

The vase overflowing with fruit adorns
and enriches the aesthetic and symbolic
sense of the decoration.
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DELUXE

Damask with a French inspiration.
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GLAMOUR

Classic inspirations reinterpreted in a
contemporary way.
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GOLDILOCKS

Harmonious ornament with a great
decorative impact.
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HANAMI

Motif inspired by the Japanese art of
admiring cherry  blossoms.
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LESS IS MORE

Plain satin with shantung effect.
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LITTLE PRINCE

Small baroque inspired damask with
shiny details.
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LOVELY

Little lampas enriched with floral motifs.
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LUNA

Once upon a time in Persia...



16OPULENCE

Pattern with a large repeat where small
details make the difference. 
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PIGALLE

The Belle Epoque of Parisian cafés in
the early 1900s.
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RAMAGE

Botanical elements with a Jacobin look.



19ROMANTIC

“I paint flowers so they will not die”.   
 (Frida Kahlo) 
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TWIST

Dynamic stripe with a chevron effect.
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The new presentation concept
of our proposals is aimed at a
practical, easy and immediate
vision and use, thanks also to
the numerous photos of
interiors.
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QUALITY
EXPERIENCE
PEOPLE
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ARCHIVE
Accurate engineering and design are guaranteed by
the company's historical archive, which includes
textile from antique weaving industries of
Lombardy, where textile production has a rich and
long tradition.

THE BIRTH OF AN IDEA
Thanks to continuous research and to the work of
our staff of designers, an image from paper or from
historical sketch is brought to life.

DESIGN STUDIO
Every day, in the design studio with architects and
stylists, new products take shape, design trends are
studied and new projects come out. It is possible to
obtain personalized collections, designed ad hoc
for each individual customer.



FOLLOW US 24

FACEBOOK

Sangiorgio-Textile Creation-

INSTAGRAM

Sangiorgio_textilecreation_



CONTACTS
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SANGIORGIO S.R.L .
Via Don Giovanni Minzoni, 25
23844 Sirone (LC) - Italy-

+39 031.850314

info@sangiorgiohome.it
www.sangiorgiohome.it


